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Abstract
The complexity of computer architectures has risen since

the early years of the Linux kernel: Simultaneous Multi-

Threading (SMT), multicore processing, and frequency scal-

ing with complex algorithms such as Intel
®

Turbo Boost

have all become omnipresent. In order to keep up with hard-

ware innovations, the Linux scheduler has been rewritten

several times, and many hardware-related heuristics have

been added. Despite this, we show in this paper that a fun-

damental problem was never identified: the POSIX process

creation model, i.e., fork/wait, can behave inefficiently on

current multicore architectures due to frequency scaling.

We investigate this issue through a simple case study: the

compilation of the Linux kernel source tree. To do this, we

develop SchedLog, a low-overhead scheduler tracing tool,

and SchedDisplay, a scriptable tool to graphically analyze

SchedLog’s traces efficiently.

We implement two solutions to the problem at the sched-

uler level which improve the speed of compiling part of the

Linux kernel by up to 26%, and the whole kernel by up to

10%.

1 Introduction
Over the past decade, computer architectures have grown

increasingly complex. It is now common, even for affordable

machines, to sport multiple CPUs with dozens of hardware

threads. These hardware threads are sometimes linked to-

gether through hyperthreading and different levels of shared

caches, their memory latency and bandwidth is non-uniform
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due to NUMA and a complex network of interconnect links,

and they run at different—yet non-independent—frequencies.

In order to tackle increased hardware complexity, the

Linux scheduler has had to evolve. It was rewritten twice:

in 2003, the O(1) scheduler was introduced, and in 2007, the

Completely Fair Scheduler (CFS) replaced it. Since then, a

myriad of heuristics has been added. A large body of re-

search has focused on improving scheduling on modern mul-

ticore architectures, often focusing on locality and NUMA

issues [13, 19].

Despite these efforts, recent works have hinted that there

may still be significant room for improvement. Major per-

formance bugs have gone unnoticed for years in CFS [20],

despite the widespread use of Linux. Furthermore, while

ULE, the scheduler of FreeBSD, does not outperform CFS on

average, it does outperform it significantly on many work-

loads [7], for reasons that are not always well understood.

With currently available tools, studying scheduler behavior

at a fine grain is cumbersome, and there is a risk that the

overhead of monitoring will interfere with the behavior that

is intended to be observed. Indeed, it is rarely done, either

by Linux kernel developers or by the research community.

However, understanding scheduler behavior is necessary in

order to fully exploit the performance of multicore architec-

tures, as most classes of workloads trust the scheduler for

task placement.

In this paper, we show that CFS suffers from a fundamen-

tal performance issue that directly stems from the POSIX

model of creating processes, i.e., fork/wait, on multicore

architectures with frequency scaling enabled. Consider a

common case where a parent process forks a child and waits

for the result, in a low concurrency scenario, for example

in the case of a typical shell script. If there are idle cores,

CFS will choose one of them for the child process. As the

core has been idle, the child process will likely start to run

at a low frequency. On the other hand, the core of the parent

has seen recent activity. The hardware’s frequency scaling

algorithm will likely have increased its frequency, even if,

due to a wait, the core is now idle.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3365137.3365400
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Figure 1. Execution trace: building the Linux kernel scheduler using 320 jobs with CFS.

We expose the performance issue through a case study

of Kbuild, i.e., building all or part of the Linux kernel. We

conduct the study using our own dedicated tracing tool for

the Linux scheduler, SchedLog, that focuses on recording

scheduling events with very low overhead. We then visualize

these events with SchedDisplay, a highly configurable visu-

alization tool we developed, to understand the scheduler’s

behavior. With our newly learnt knowledge, we then imple-

ment two solutions for the performance issues that improve

performance by up to 26% on Kbuild. Finally, we propose

alternative solutions that aim to be more efficient, and to

reduce the likelihood of worsening performance on other

workloads.

The contributions of this paper are the following:

• The identification of a performance issue in CFS that

directly stems from the fork/wait process creation

model of POSIX.

• A case study of the performance of the Linux scheduler

using a workload that is representative of running

compilation tasks in a large C project: Kbuild.

• SchedLog, a low-overhead tracing tool that focuses on

scheduling events.

• SchedDisplay, a highly configurable graphical tracing

tool for SchedLog traces to ease the detection of poor

scheduler behavior.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

shows, through a case study of Kbuild, that the fork/wait
process creation model of POSIX can behave inefficiently

on current multicore architectures. Section 3 describes our

graphical tracing tool for the Linux scheduler. Section 4 dis-

cusses solutions to the performance problem and presents

some that we implemented. Section 5 presents related work.

Finally, Section 6 concludes.

2 Kbuild and the Performance of
Fork/Wait

We analyze the performance of Kbuild on a 4-socket Xeon E7-

8870 machine (80 cores/160 hardware threads) with 512 GiB

of RAM, running Linux 4.19 in Debian Buster. The CPUs

have a frequency range of 1.2-2.1 GHz, and can reach up to

3.0 GHz with Intel
®

Turbo Boost.

Figure 1 shows a trace from our graphical tool with the

frequency of the active cores at each scheduler tick (every

4 ms) when compiling the whole Linux kernel. An initial ker-

nel compilation (i.e., subsequent to make clean) performs a

number of preparatory activities, then compiles the kernel

source files, and finally performs some cleanup. Around 2

seconds there is a short burst of activity, performing an initial

build across the source tree, where all of the cores are used

and the cores reach a high frequency (2.1 – 2.6 GHz; they do

not reach the highest frequencies provided by Turbo Boost

due to safeguards in Turbo Boost to prevent overheating).

Likewise, from 5 to 34 seconds, all of the cores are again

used and reach a high frequency, to compile the major part

of the kernel source code. There appears to be little room

for improvement in these regions. On the other hand, the

regions at the beginning and end of the graph show a mod-

erate number of cores used, almost all running at the lowest

frequency, around 1.2 GHz. Studying the trace at a higher

degree of magnification shows that the code executed here

is nearly sequential, typically alternating between one and

two active cores at a time. This raises the question of why

so many cores are used for so little work, and why are they

not able to reach a higher frequency when they are occupied.

We are in the presence of a performance bug.

3 A Tracing Tool for CFS
In this section, we describe a very low overhead tool that

we have developed for tracing scheduler behavior. In the

next section, we describe how we have used this tool to

understand the Kbuild performance bug and to evaluate our

proposed solutions.

3.1 Collecting scheduling events
In order to study the Linux scheduler, we need to understand

its behavior. To this end, wemust collect the list of scheduling

events that happen at runtime, such as thread creations, clock
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ticks and thread migrations. In order to avoid impacting the

application’s or the scheduler’s behavior, the event collection

mechanism should have nearly no overhead. Perf [24] is a

widely used tool for kernel tracing, but we have found that

it incurs a 3% overhead on average when tracing scheduling

events. Indeed, Perf appears to collect more information than

necessary. For example, Perf collects 104 bytes of information

for each wakeup event, while we have found only 20 bytes

to be sufficient for understanding scheduler behavior. We

have thus developed SchedLog, a tracing tool that reduces

both the amount of information collected and the memory

footprint so as to obtain a nearly negligible overhead.

SchedLog records events in preallocated private per-CPU

ring buffers. We have found that tracing the compilation

of the whole kernel with 320 threads only uses 82 MB of

memory in the ring buffers: SchedLog can thus record long

and complex executions in a reasonably sized buffer. If a

buffer overflows, SchedLog continues recording new events

by overwriting the older ones and keeping track of the num-

ber of lost events. This optimistic behavior removes a lot of

sanity checks, thus minimizing the cost of recording events.

In the ring buffers, each entry occupies a fixed size (24

bytes), allowing us to implement each ring buffer as an array.

An entry contains:

• an 8-byte timestamp with nanosecond precision. This

timestamp is recorded with the per-CPU local clock to

minimize overhead.

• the PID of the process executing the scheduling event

(4 bytes).

• a 4-byte event ID.

• an 8-byte field used to store additional event-specific

information.

Examples of information stored in the last field are: the

source and destination CPUs of a migrated thread during a

migrate event; the current hardware frequency of the CPU

for a tick event; the first 8 characters of the new name

of a process, obtained from the comm field of the structure

representing a task in the kernel, for an exec event.

The ring buffers are dumped at the end of the execution for

offline analysis. SchedLog can record millions of scheduling

events per second with very little overhead. On the Kbuild

use-case presented in this paper, the overhead was under

0.01%.

3.2 Displaying scheduling events
Manually exploring and spotting bottlenecks in the traces

is quite challenging. First, it requires dealing with a huge

mass of information. Second, the information of interest is

not known in advance and becomes clear only when making

progress in understanding the application/scheduler behav-

ior and interaction. Therefore, we have also developed a

trace visualization tool, SchedDisplay, that can be config-

ured using user-defined scripts. SchedDisplay is based on

two major python libraries: Bokeh [6], which enables the

interactive visualization of data in modern web browsers,

and Datashader [1], which enables the rasterization of large

amounts of data on the web server. SchedDisplay represents

a scheduling event at a given time on a given CPU as a ver-

tical segment. It also uses horizontal segments to represent

intervals having a particular property.

First, SchedDisplay can be configured to enrich SchedLog

entries with information that SchedLog omitted for efficiency.

For example, the user can add to every event a new name field
that is mapped to the name of the process concerned by the

event (i.e. its comm) using the event’s PID and the previous

fork and exec events of this PID. The user can then use this

process name as a tag for filtering events. Another scripting

example is the possibility to create events that span a range

of time. For this, a script can search for different occurrences

of a given event on a given core, and create pairs of related

events. Then, horizontal lines can be drawn to connect the

two events in a pair.

Second, SchedDisplay selects subsets of segments accord-

ing to user-defined queries. A query is a tree of logical op-

erators on any field (either available in the trace, or added

during the decoration step). The tool then attaches user-

defined properties such as color, line width and label, to the

selected segments.

Finally, SchedDisplay offers two display modes. When the

userwants a global view, e.g., to detect application phases, the
tool computes an image where the color of individual pixels

is an aggregate of the color of the segments represented by

the pixel. When the user needs a more precise representation

of events, he may zoom in and specify a starting time and

a duration to study parts of the trace in more detail. In the

latter case, for efficiency, SchedDisplay does not compute

the segments that are located outside of the local view. Also

the user can obtain detailed information on SchedLog entries

(PID, command, etc.) by hovering the mouse over segments.

4 Kbuild Revisited
We now use our tools to study in more detail the execution

of Kbuild, and then propose some changes to the scheduler

that can improve the utilization of higher frequencies and

reduce the Kbuild execution time.

4.1 Identifying the problem
We use SchedLog to collect the trace of the kernel build.

We then use SchedDisplay to study the execution of the

various processes forked by Kbuild on their various cores,

focusing on the first couple of seconds where the core uti-

lization seems to be suboptimal. Zooming in, as shown in

Figure 2a, we observe that frequently one process runs for a

short amount of time (horizontal segment annotated with

“RQSIZE ≥ 1”), and then another process (or two) starts on

another core(s). See for example, the horizontal segments
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(a) Scheduler events.

(b) Frequencies.

Figure 2. Zoom over a sparse region of Figure 1.

in the lower left of Figure 2a. It remains to understand why

this is undesirable behavior. A potential target is the cache,

but this is unlikely to be relevant to a job like Kbuild that

composes different programs (gcc, as, shell, etc.). We then

consider another way in which cores can differ, which is

by their frequency. Extending the tick event to record the

frequency of the associated core shows the behavior pre-

sented in the introduction and shown in Figure 2b. The core

frequency only increases after a delay that amounts to sev-

eral ticks. The computations in the (near) sequential phases

of Kbuild are shorter than this delay. Thus, cores speed up

after they have performed some computation, but at that

point, computation has moved to other processes, running

on recently idle and thus slower cores.

4.2 Patching CFS
Based on the above analysis, a solution to improve the perfor-

mance of Kbuild is for the scheduler to find high frequency

cores for any forked and waking processes. Our observation

is that due to the nature of a software build, processes in

Kbuild that fork other processes, mostly then wait for their

results, rather than continuing execution. The core that runs

the parent process is thus likely at or soon to be at a high fre-

quency, and is also soon to be idle, making it a desirable core

to run a child. A similar situation occurs when the parent

wakes after a child has terminated; the core of the child has

seen recent execution and is thus likely at or soon to be at a

high frequency, while also currently being underutilized.

One solution would be to provide more information about

the application behavior to the scheduler by extending the

fork system call with a flag indicating whether the parent

process will immediately wait. With this information, at

the time of the fork, the scheduler can detect whether the

core of the parent process will soon be idle (modulo other

process migrations). The scheduler could place the child on

the core of the parent only in this case. More generally, as

child processes can have different execution times, the ap-

plication could exploit such a fork variant to indicate to

the scheduler which is the best child to collocate with the

parent, to maximize the likelihood that the core will reach

a high frequency within the child’s computation. Extend-

ing fork, however, would amount to breaking POSIX, and

would require substantial changes in user-level software to

be effective in practice.

We consider two scheduling strategies that do not require

modification to the POSIX API. These strategies tweak the

thread placement strategy on a process fork or wakeup to

avoid unnecessary frequency throttling. The first strategy,

on a fork, places the child on the same core as the parent,

in the case when there is no process other than the parent

on that core. Likewise, this strategy places a waking process

on the core where it was executing previously if there is at

most one process on that core. When these criteria are not

satisfied, this strategy behaves the same as CFS. The second

strategy places all children on the same core as the parent,

and likewise, always returns a waking process to the core

where it ran previously. This strategy relies on load balancing

to disperse the children if the core becomes overloaded. We

apply these strategies throughout the execution of Kbuild, in-

cluding both the mostly sequential and the highly concurrent

phases.

4.3 Experiments
To illustrate the performance of our strategies, we consider

building only the kernel scheduler (the kernel/sched/ di-
rectory) with 32 jobs, which entails less computation than

a full kernel build, thus resulting in more readable traces.

Figure 3a shows the effect of CFS. The trace has a similar

structure to that of the full kernel build in Figure 1. In par-

ticular, in the sequential phases, many cores are used and

these cores rarely reach the higher frequencies, and do so

only for short periods. Even the concurrent phases do not

always use the higher frequencies available.

Figure 3b then shows the frequency trace of the build of

the kernel scheduler with 32 jobs using our first strategy,

where on a fork the first child is placed on the same core as

the parent. During the initial phase, the build now never uses

more than 5 CPUs at a time, and these CPUs run at a higher

frequency. This phase’s duration drops by a third, and the

overall CPU usage is also better, leading to energy savings.
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(a) With CFS.

(b)With our first strategy for patching CFS.

(c) With our second strategy for patching CFS.

Figure 3. Execution traces: building the Linux kernel scheduler using 32 jobs.

The build also consumes 20% less energy.
1
The second phase

that exhibited frequency issues also benefits from our first

strategy in the same proportions.

Figure 3c then shows the frequency trace of the build of

the kernel scheduler with 32 jobs using our second strategy,

where on a fork all children are placed on the same core as

the parent. We observe that CPUs running at low frequencies

have almost completely disappeared. Overall, there are also

fewer CPUs in use concurrently, which allows the CPUs to

run at maximum frequency for long periods of time via Intel
®

Turbo Boost (e.g., between 1 and 1.5 seconds). As compared

to our first strategy (Figure 3b), this strategy further reduces

slightly the duration of the mostly sequential phases that ran

1
We measure the energy consumption of the CPU packages and of the

DRAM using hardware counters.

at low frequency with the default Linux scheduler. Compared

to our first strategy, we use even fewer CPUs during the

parallel phases, and those used run at higher frequencies.

4.4 Interaction with Intel® Turbo Boost
As our experiments have been carried out on Intel

®

CPUs,

we consider the possible interaction between our proposed

scheduling strategies and Intel
®

Turbo Boost. Turbo Boost

makes it possible for a limited set of cores to run at fre-

quencies higher than their nominal one, while throttling

other cores. Threads running on these throttled cores might

slow down the entire application and hurt performance (e.g.

barriers).
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In practice, the frequency trace in Figure 1 using CFS,

shows that it is possible to have all cores running at a fre-

quency that, while not being the maximum (the (2.6,3.0] GHz

range shown in red) is still greater than the nominal fre-

quency of the machine (2.1 GHz). Furthermore, Figure 3c

shows that our second strategy can reduce the number of

cores used in the concurrent case. In practice, as shown by

Figure 3c, multiple cores run at nearly the highest frequency

even in concurrent phases, thanks to Turbo Boost.

5 Related Work
Profiler design. Various profilers have been implemented

to help understand the performance of applications on Linux.

Most used is the Perf tool [14, 15, 32]. Perf allows developers

to collect hardware- and software-related events and offers

tools to visualize scheduling decisions, via the perf sched
command. While useful to understand analyze the behavior

of basic scheduler workloads, Perf’s performance overhead

is high on real-world workloads such as Kbuild. Mollison et

al. [22] do regression testing for schedulers. They target real-

time schedulers and only study a subset of scheduling-related

events that would not be sufficient to understand to the

fork/wait issue. Lozi. et al. [21] analyze work-conservation
bugs in Linux. They develop a basic tracing tool that only

records runqueue sizes and thread loads, not scheduling

events.

Altman et al. [4] profile idle time in applications and ana-

lyze dependencies that result in threads waiting for others

threads. Various tools have been proposed to understand

sources of latency in applications [10, 16, 18]. To the best of

our knowledge, none of these tools analyzes the impact of

the scheduler on performance.

More generally, testing the impact of kernels on perfor-

mance is an ongoing research effort. The Linux Kernel Perfor-

mance project [11] was started in 2005 to find performance

regressions, and numerous tools have been proposed to find

performance-related bugs in kernels [8, 17, 25, 27]. These

works focus on timing issues in the kernel (e.g., functions tak-

ing too long to complete) and cannot be used to understand

scheduler-related performance issues.

Impact of the scheduler. The influence of general-purpose
OS schedulers on performance has been extensively studied.

Most previous work focuses on implementing new generic

scheduling policies that improve a specific hardware-related

performance metric: locality for NUMA machines [9, 13],

cache re-use [28, 29], or reducing contention on shared re-

sources [31, 35]. We are not aware of recent research on

general-purpose OS schedulers that focuses on hardware

metrics that are related to frequency scaling. In 2010, Zhang

et al. [34] proposed a simple scheduling policy for multicore

architectures that reduced cache interference. They argued

that their approach also facilitated frequency scaling, but

their focus was only on per-chip frequency as back then, per-

core frequency scaling was not as efficient or commonplace.

In the context of mobile devices, some more recent research

has focused on energy-aware scheduling [30, 33].

Recently, the interaction between frequency scaling and

scheduling has drawn attention in the Linux kernel developer

community [12], specifically in relation to turbo frequencies.

It has been observed that a short-lived jitter process that

starts on an idle core can lead that core to eventually use

turbo frequencies. If this core causes the number of cores

using turbo frequencies to exceed the number allowed to

avoid overheating, other cores will be forced to reduce their

frequency, even if the jitter process has already completed

and its core is idle. A patch set [26] has been proposed to

ensure that explicitly marked jitter tasks are only placed

on cores that are already active and are expected to remain

active, to avoid increasing the number of active cores. In con-

trast, the fork/wait issue we have identified applies to all

forms of frequency scaling, whether or not turbo frequencies

are used.

Another approach to enhance scheduler performance con-

sists in strongly coupling the scheduler and applications.

Scheduler activations [5] map user-level threads to kernel-

level threads in order to tweak the kernel scheduler’s deci-

sions from userspace. Rinnegan [23] provides kernel support

to help applications make informed thread placement on het-

erogeneous architectures. These approaches usually require

changes in applications or in the kernel API.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have identified a performance issue caused

by the fork/wait model on multicore architectures due to

frequency scaling. Thanks to their flexibility and low over-

head, our SchedLog and SchedDisplay tools were crucial to

finding and understanding the performance issue. We pro-

pose and evaluate two scheduling strategies targeting the

behaviors we observe in our case study Kbuild. The two so-

lutions we propose can be further improved. In future work,

as a first step, we will try to use a strategy to locate high-

frequency cores. And as a second step, we will target more

architectures and applications, and design a general-purpose,

frequency-aware scheduling algorithm for multicore archi-

tectures.We aremaking SchedLog and SchedDisplay publicly

available [2, 3].
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